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Life unplugged

Space
invaders
We visit Tony Temple, whose house in
Swindon is a museum to old arcade games,
to discover why retro entertainment isn’t
just a thing of the past
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Below: The guts
of an old arcade
machine, including
out-of-production
printed circuit
boards, which are
becoming scarce

Right: Tony Temple,
aka the Arcade
Blogger, with one
of his retro game
cabinets

Opposite page:
Missile Command,
Atari Battlezone
and a framed
picture of Tony’s
Guinness World
Record certificate

My wife really wanted a dog,” explains 50-year-old
partnerships director Tony Temple, who grew up
playing in the arcades of Bristol and now restores
vintage machines. “There was this classic coin-op exposition
in LA. So I said to my wife that we could get a dog if I could go.
Five minutes later, we had a dog and I was booking my flight.”
Eddie the whippet is now as much a part of the Temple
family as Tony’s collection of old-school arcade games. The
cabinets come and go, but he currently owns eight fullyrestored masterpieces – Donkey Kong, Tempest, Asteroids,
Battlezone, Missile Command, Space Fever, Centipede and
Gravitar, squirrelled away in his converted Wiltshire loft,
inconveniently up three flights of windy stairs (“I should
have bought a house with a basement,” says Tony).
There are four more works in progress in the garage –
Defender, Stargate, Robotron and Steeplechase. The units are
backbreaking to move around, weighing in at around 136kg
each (roughly the weight of a panda, if you ask). They were
deliberately made heavy so people didn’t steal them, or get
squashed under one. “Finding all the missing parts to fully
restore the cabinets is one thing,” continues Tony. “Getting
them up the stairs without injury, or scratching the walls and
upsetting my wife is another.”
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Tony’s collection is tucked away in a single room, which
maintains the household harmony. A loving family and a
sensible wife are essential to any hobby. “I could introduce
you to some real fanatics,” says Tony. “There’s this one
guy up north who bought a huge Star Wars ‘cockpit’ arcade
cabinet that you sit in. The only place he could put it was
in front of the kitchen door. So now, if you want a cup
of tea, you have to climb through this massive cabinet.”
Unsurprisingly, that guy is single.
So, why collect these relics? The money? “No,” says
Tony. “If you’re trying to make a buck, you’re barking up
the wrong tree. Only a finite number of these games were
made, and many have been destroyed. They were disposable
money-making machines. No one thought that idiots like me
would cherish them some 40 years later. I consider myself a
custodian, ready to pass them down to a future generation.
There’s a great deal of pop culture history. They started what
is now a multi-billion-dollar global industry.”
Getting hold of the parts to fix the machines is literally
a treasure hunt. Collectors like Tony travel all around
the world to find missing joysticks, screens and cabinets,
often in what are called ‘raids’. Here, collectors are let
into abandoned garages and amusement arcades to help

There’s nothing quite the same as the feel of a joystick, the
look of the art, the pound of the buttons and the glow of a
CRT screen. Playing an original classic arcade game, using the
hardware designed for it, really is the only way.
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themselves, for a negotiable price. “Last year we scouted out
a derelict house in France, and a few years back we got access
to an abandoned cruise ship that was dry-docked in north
Wales. That one required a crane to retrieve the machines.”
As for the games themselves, does Tony actually play
them? “Not really,” he says. “I might grab a round or two on
Gravitar. But for me it’s more about the preservation and
documentation of the history of the machines.” Tony is being
modest. He’s actually the Guinness World Record Missile
Command world champion, and has a certificate on his
arcade wall to prove it.
You can play all these games on your computer or phone
these days, so why bother? “There’s nothing quite the same
as the feel of a joystick, the look of the art, the pound of the
buttons and the glow of a CRT screen,” says Tony. “Playing
an original classic arcade machine, using the hardware
designed for it, really is the only way.”
Many of these games will be 40 years old in 2020, so
many private collectors will be bringing their machines out
of storage for celebratory expositions. Will Tony? “Probably
not,” he says. “I’ve no idea how I can get them back down the
stairs – someone will get flattened. If I ever move house, I’ll
probably have to leave them here.”
Will Tony be buried with his beloved machines? “You’re
not the first to ask,” he says. “But I’ll probably have to be
stuffed and put in the attic instead.”
Read Tony’s blog at arcadeblogger.com
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Above left: A restored
control panel from
a Robotron arcade
machine shows wear
from years of use in
the 1980s
Above right: Tony
plays Atari’s Missile
Command. A game
released in 1980,
inspired by the Cold
War, with nuclear
undertones

Coin-op
nostalgia

Tony talks us through
some ‘golden age’
arcade games
Pac-Man
This was originally
called Puckman in
Japan. When it was
released in the States,
it was often subjected
to rather unfortunate
graffiti. So they
changed it to Pac-Man.
Donkey Kong
Another game that was
lost in interpretation.
The translation
from Japanese was
supposed to be
Stubborn Ape. Even
though Nintendo of
America laughed,
the name stuck.
Centipede
Created by a female
American programmer
and partly responsible
for bringing females
into the arcade. It was
wildly successful.

